T-REX HELMET

Become king of the dinosaurs with this construction paper helmet!

SUPPLY LIST:

- Construction paper
- Scissors
- Tape/stapler
- Foam balls
- Markers
- Paper clips

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Measure and cut pieces of construction paper to fit over your entire head. Tape or staple the pieces together.
2. Cut out a large hole to make a mouth.
3. Using white paper, cut jagged points to make teeth, or try other fun shapes!
4. Turn the foam balls into eyes using markers. Pierce the construction paper with the paper clips, bend around the inside of the helmet, and attach the foam balls to the outside of the helmet.
5. Put on your t-rex helmet and become king of the dinosaurs!

ADDITIONAL TIPS:

- Once you’ve made a t-rex, try making other animals or creatures. You can make a whole zoo full of animals!